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Derivations of uniformly
hyperfinite C*-a!gebras
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Shoichiro SAKAI*
1.

Introduction

Recently, the author [7] proved that every derivation of W*-algebras is ineer. On the other hand, it has been known that there are
many examples of C*-algebras having outer derivations ( [ 4 ] , [5]).
However, those examples were constructed in the frame of general C*algebras.
In the present paper, we shall study derivations of uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras which were introduced by Glimm [1] and are appearing in the quantum field theory.
The main result of this paper is as follows: every derivation of
uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras is inner. Also, we shall show that
such algebras have many outer ^-automorphisms.
2.

Derivations of uniformly hyperfinite C*-aIgebras

Let 21 be a C*-algebra with the unit 1. §1 is called a uniformly
hyperfinite C*-algebra, if it has a sequence of type /nt-subfactors {2JI,-}
(«,.< +oo) as follows: (i) Ie2«, for all i; (ii) m-d2ft m ; (iii)wf.->
oo(f-»oo); (iv) §1 is the uniform closure of U SK*.
»fei
Let SI be a uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra, then SI has the unique trace r with r(l)=l, where 1 is the identity of 31.
Let {TTT, §T} be the ^-representation on a Hilbert space £>T constructed via r and let M be the weak closure of 7rT(SI), then M is a hyReceived June 30, 1967.
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perfinite 7/i-factor and the mapping a-^n^a) ($e3I) is one-to-one, because 31 is simple ([!]).

We shall identify 21 with 7rT(3I).

In the following discussions, we shall show that §1 has only inner
derivations.

Let D be a derivation of SI, then by Theorem 2 in

[7], there exists an element a in M such that D(x)=[a,x]

for

#e2I. Put D*O) - [a*, x] for *eST, then D* is also a derivation of §1
(cf. [7]); hence it is enough to assume that a is self-adjoint.
By considering |[0|[l + fl, we can take a positive element a of M
such that [a, x] = <D(#) for #e3l. Let (£= {0|fl^0, ^eM and [0, #]
= Z3(#) for all #e§I}, then there exists an element ft in (£ such that
[ft, x} =D(x^ for all #e§l and r(ft)=inf f(0), where f is the trace on
0e<£
M with f ( l ) = l .
Lemma.

Let ® be an uniformly closed convex subset of the self-

adjoint portion Ms of M generated by {u*bu\ all unitary ^^51}.

Then

rf(SI,i8)=0, where rf(a,&) =inf ||*-*|IProof.

Suppose that rf(SI, S)>>0, then there exists a bounded

self-ad joint linear functional f on M such that /(2I)=0 and /(S)>e
for some positive s(>0).
Let Zftf be the compact group of all unitary elements of 9D^ under the uniform topology, and let d/j.{ be the Haar measure on Wl"
such that A(2K?)=1.
Let M" be the group of all unitary elements of M,
u^>u*yu of M

u

The mapping

into M is uniformly continuous for each y^M,

each g(=M*y define g*(y}=g(u*yu)
is the dual space of M.

For

for jyeM and u^M\ where M*

Then, the uniform continuity of the mapping

u-*u*yu implies that the mapping u->g" of Mu with the uniform
topology into M* with the topology <y(M*? M) is continuous.
Put/ l (y)=J a K B /-(y)rf// l («),
and y^M.

then /,(fl*ytO=/,00 for all ^eE$mr

The sequence {/,-} is bounded and the unit sphere of M*

is <y(M*, Af)-compact; hence {/,-} is relatively <y(M*, M)-compact.
Let /0 be an accumulate point of {/,-}, then fo(v*yv*) =/0(^) for
all z;e5K" and ^eM.

Therefore /0(t;*y)=/o(i;*^^)=/o(^) for
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and y^M\

hence f*(xy) =/0(j>*) for *e|J9W/ and y^M,
z
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cause elements of 2K8- are finite linear combinations of unitary elements
in 2ftf. for all z; therefore /0(#)0 =/o(^^) for *e2I and ;yeM.
Moreover, /(^)>>e and so fu(b~)>e', hence /0(6)^e and so /0 is a
non-zero bounded self-adjoint linear functional on M.
Let f o = f o — f o

be the unique decomposition of /0 such that /if,

+

/iT^O, l!/ciIHI/o !I + i[/o1[ (cf. [2], [8]). Then /;=/0
for all weST,
where ST is the set of all unitary elements in SI; by the unicity,
(/o + )"=/o + and (/ 0 -)"=/ 0 - for all ^eSI K ; hence / 0 + (^)=/o + C^) and
f o ( x y ' ) =fo(yx') for #eSI and y^M.
Therefore we proved that there
exist two different states PI, <p2 on M such that q>i(xy} = <pi(yx) and
0>2(#jO =92 (yx) for ^reSI and jyeM, and moreover ^(ft)^^^)Now let S3 be a C*-subalgebra of M generated by SI and &. Let
^ be the set of all states ^ on S3 such that <p(xy)=<p{yx) for J%:eSl
and jyeS3, then by the preceding discussions, Q contains at least two
points; moreover Q is a a (55*, 35) -compact convex set, where 33* is the
dual of S3.
Let T/T be an extreme point of J2, and let {n^, fey} be the *-reperesentation of S3 on a Hilbert space fety constructed via i/r.
Let 9^ (resp. O) be the weak closure of ^(SS)

(resp, ^(31)) on

fey. Then by Theorem 2 in [7] , there exists a self -adjoint element
ceO such that TT^ (D (%) ) = [c, ny (^) ] for ^eSI; hence ny(DW)=7t*
([ft, jc]) = DfyCft), TT^(JC)] = [c, Tr^C^)] for jreSl; hence ^(6)— ce^ (SI)',
where 7^(31)' is the commutant of 7u/,(3I). Therefore ^(6) belongs to
the W*-algebra generated by O and 7ty(ff)—C] hence -JJ is a W*-algebra
generated by O and ny(b)—c, and so ny(b) — c belongs to the center
Z of 91. Suppose that Z contains a non-trivial central projection z.
Put

( ^ ) = < ^ ( j ' > ^ , / * > and

/•fr, /^>, where /^ is the image of the identity 1 in fey, and <C , >- is
the scalar product of fey.
Let /i be a positive element of SI, then ty(yh) =^(yhll2h112^) =
for 3^(^0)eS3; hence by Proposition 1 in [6],
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for X3^0)3S; therefore there exists a positive element
d' in 7r(§3)' such that ^(yh^^(y^drl^J^y==^(y^n^(h)l^J^y
for
3>^SS, where 7r^(SS)' is the commutant of 7^(33) on £fy.
Hence drl^ = n^(ti)l^,j because n$(%$)ly is dense in £v Now we
shall consider

for

Hence i//eJ2 and analogously T/r ; 'ej2; hence ^ = ^ = ty" a n d s o z = l — z
= 1, a contradiction. Therefore Z= 01), where /^ are complex numbers.
Hence 5ft = O; therefore, we can define an ^-isomorphism p of M
onto 31 such that p(#) =n$(x} for ^eSI, because ^ = r on SI.
Now, let ibi l | 2 ^r(>'*>') 1/2 for jyeAf. For j^eM and £>0, there
exists an i such that \\y — dj\\2<e for some dj^yfcj(j'^i)\
u*yudfjL,(u)-^t

hence |[\

j M\,J

u*djudvj (M) |[2= ||

Therefore

for ;^t.
Put yj=\ u*yudjuij(u), then the sequence {j;,-} converges strongly to
jJJi'j
f(^)l in M.
Let a = p~l(Tty(b}} and suppose that r(6) =^^(6) =<7r^(6)/^, /^>, then
r(6)=5^f(fl), because ^-><p(y) /*,/*> (j^eM) is the trace on M and so
by the unicity, f 00= <?00 /*,/*>.
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[*, x] = [p-Wft)), x] = hr1 (
= [ft, x] for
hence 0e(£; therefore r(a)^f(ft).
Now suppose that ?(#)>£ (ft),
and consider the ^-representation n: ft-^ft07r^,(ft) of 53 on the Hilbert
space §T0£v, then the weak closure 7r(2I) of SI on §T0£v consists of
all elements {y
[ft, *] 0 [** (ft) ,**(*)]=/> 00 ©** (P W ) e n (SI)

and so (bu — ub^@n^(bu~-ub^^n(^) for we§?; hence (^*ft^ — ft)
(w*ftw - ft) GE TT (SI) for u e SI". Therefore,
{^*ftM - ft - f (ft) 1} 0 {TT* (^*ft^ - ft) - f (ft) 1}

- {u*bu - ft - f (ft) 1} 0 {p («*) p (a) p («) - ^ (ft) - f (ft) 1}
= (u*bu - ft - f (ft) 1} 0 {p (u*au) - n* (ft) - f (ft) 1} e TT (SI) .
Hence
{ft,-ft-f(ft)l}0{p(^)-7r.(ft)-f (ft) 1)

and so

Hence

On the other hand, ft©p(ft) e/rCSI) ; hence 00 [{f(0) -f(ft)}!-^
(ft)+p(ft)] eTr(SI) and so (f(0) -f(ft)}l + p(ft) =^(6) ; therefore ||^
(ft) ||> i j p ( f t ) j = ![ft|I, a contradiction. Hence, we have f (0) = i/r(6) =

f(«.
Therefore T/r(ft) =f (ft) for all extreme elements T/T of J2; hence
^(J)=f(^) for all <^ej2. This contradicts that ^i(ft) ^^ 2 (ft), and completes the proof.
Now we shall show the following theorem.
TheoremProof.

Every derivation D of SI is inner.

For we SI", [ft, u] =bu-ub^%l; hence ^*ft^ — fteSI. For
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arbitrary e>0, by the above lemma there exist an element #eSI, finite
families of unitary elements {un\n = l, 2, •••, m} in SI and positive numbers U,|» = l,2,—,*n} such that IX = land \\^nu*buH -0|[<e. Therefore,

On the other hand, i — S Anufbun = ^ ^«(#— u*bu^) eSI; hence a+(b—
«=1

»=1

?H

S AnUnbUn') e §1 and so & belongs to 21.
«=i
This completes the proof.
3. Concluding remarks
We can extend the definition of uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras
to the non-separable case as follows: SI is called uniformly hyperfinite
if it has a directed family of type IHa subf actors {5Koc}(^^H, ^a< +
oo) such that (i) l^Wla for all ^ e H ; (ii)5mccC:3«0 if ^^/3; (iii) SI
is infinite-dimensional; (iv) SI is the uniform closure of U 3Ka.
QJEH

Then, we can prove that every derivation of such algebras is inner, because our proof is available for these algebras.
Finally we shall remark that uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras have
outer ^-automorphisms.
By induction, we shall define a sequence of unitary elements {wj
of §1 such that u^m*.
Take an one-dimensional projection e^ in 2Jii and put M1 = ^1— (1 —
00. Now suppose that «,-(*<;/) are defined. Put 3K/+i = 3K,(8) (9$ fl
5UZy+0» where 5Di/ is the commutant of 3Jiy in SI.
Take an one-dimensional projection ej+1 from TO/n^vi and put
Then, define uj+l
Next, by induction, we shall define a sequence of pure states {^,-} on
50JZ- as follows:
Take a pure state ^ on SOt such that ^ri(00 = l- Such state is
unique, because TOi is a type /^(w^ + oo) factor. Now suppose that
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Vitt^D are defined. Write 5Ky+i = 3Jly(8>(5Kyn5Bfi/+i). Take the unique
pure state f y+1 on 5Kyn2Jl/+i such that fy+i(^ +1 )=l and put ^+1 = ^(8)
f/+i, then I/PJ+I is pure on 3JI/+1, and clearly ^+1 = -^ on 9Jly. Therefore
we have the unique state <p on §1 such that <p = tyj on 2Jiy for all y.
Clearly q> is pure on 21.
Let {n<p, §<?>} be the ^-representation of 21 on a Hilbert space §<?>
constructed via p, then TT^ is faithful, because 21 is simple. For a
e3Jlf. and
<? (fl* (Mm -

_ rv

Hence {^^ (M«) } is a Cauchy sequence in the strong operator topology.
Let u be the strong limit of {n9(un}} , then M is a unitary operator on £><?, because n9(u^ is self -adjoint.
Moreover, for
) u = strong — Iim07r<p
Hence ^7r^(2I)^c:2l; therefore the mapping p^-^Tr
is an *-automorphism of 21 such that p(2JO c2Jif. for all f.
Now suppose that there exists a unitary element v ^21 such that
^*^2; for all jceSI. Then 7ry(^)M7ry(^)(7r y (t;)M)* = 7ry(^) for
; hence n9,(y')u = Alt where U] =1, and / is the identity; therefore ^^71^(21).

Let n9(w}=u(w^.y£), then w is a self -ad joint unitary element in
21. For arbitrary e>0, there exist an i such that some self -adjoint Wj
l\W~Wj\\<.e for J^f.
On the other hand, for
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strong — Iim07r<p
Hence (ujw}xi(uiw}=xi for all Xj^*>Slj and so ujw^<$l'j, where 2Ky is
the commutant of 5D?/ in SI; hence w = UjUh where Mj
Therefore
||M; — w/ll - \\UjUj — Wj\ =
<Ce for j^i.

\\Uj-Uj-Wf\\

Hence
^ *UjWjgdjuij ( ^ ) I,1

^e for y
Since 7r<p (^) = 719, (wy) ny (w} = n9 (uj) u
s

self -adjoint. Suppose that ny(u'^)=l for j^i, then K<P(W}=U = UJ for
/2>z. On the other hand Uj=£uk, if j=£k, a contradiction; hence %^1;
therefore there exists a non-trivial projection p in 21 such that u'j=p
-(1-/0. Then

Hence — s^l— i:(ujWj')<Le and — s^l-rrC^-^O^e; therefore 2<12e, a
contradiction.
This implies that ^$^(§1) - namely p is an outor *-automorphism of 21.
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